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Predictions of protein structure are best tested without prior knowledge of the protein three-dimensional
structure. Three-dimensional atomic models will soon be determined by X-ray crystallography for the z-subunit
of human blood clotting factor XIII and members of the family of protein tyrosine specific phosphatases.
Accordingly, we here present secondary structure predictions for each of these proteins. The secondary
structure predictions were generated lrom aligned sets of protein sequences. This technique has previously
provided reliable predictions for the Annexins and the SII2 domains. The factor XIIIa prediction contains
39 regions predicted in strand conformation (34'7" of the protein) with only 3 helices (4'7" ). The protein tyroslne
phosphatases have l2 predicted strands and 5 helices (30 and 171., respectively). We expect greater reliability

lrom regions of alignments that show clear patterns of residue conservation (61); of factor XIIII and 57',;
ofthe protein tyrosine phosphatases). The aligned protein tyrosine phosphatases show two regions (L39-L80

and I138-E253) with clear patterns of residue conservation separated by a region of variable amino acid
composition. We suggest this indicates that the tyrosine phosphatase fold comprises two domains separated
by an exposed linker. Potential phosphate binding sites are identified in the protein tyrosine phosphatases.

O Munksgaard 1994.
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The average accuracy for a protein secondary structure
prediction has long been - 63\ for 3-states; s-helix,
B-strand, coil (l). This value has recently increased by
up lo 9% through the use of information from accu-
rately aligned protein families (2-5). Whereas protein
structures that are already known may be used for
the development of prediction techniques, the most un-
biased test of any prediction method is when applied
'blind' to a protein of unknown three-dimensional struc-
ture. Such blind tests of prediction from alignments
have now been made for a number of proteins, includ-
ing tryptophan synthase (6), protein kinases (7), annex-
ins (8, 9), SH2 domains (2, l0) and SH3 domains (11),
often with a high degree of accuracy (4).

As a consequence of our accurate prediction of the
structure of the SH2 domain (2), we have been asked
to apply our techniques to two families of proteins where
a tertiary structure for a family member is close to being
determined by X-ray crystallography. Accordingly, in
this paper we present a summary of the secondary
structure prediction for the s subunit of factor XIII
(FXIIIa) (12) from an alignment of l l  sequences,
and a prediction for the Yersinia protein-tyrosine-
phosphatase (PTPase) (13) from 73 sequences. Both

predictions present difficult challenges for our method,
factor XIIIa because of the limited number of related
sequences and their length (730 residues) and high con-
servation, and PTPases due to a large unconserved
region (A81-T137). However, several regions of both
proteins give clear predictions (61% of FXIIIa and
57l, of the PTPases) and we draw particular attention
to these segments. At the time this paper was submit-
ted, the secondary and tertiary structures of the two
proteins were unknown to us. When crystal structures
become available, the comparison of prediction with
reality may be used to guide the development of im-
proved prediction methods.

METHODS

The prediction method applied to both protein families
is essentially the same as that used for accurate struc-
ture predictions of the annexins and SH2 domains (2,
8, l0). The protocol has the following steps (l) multiple
alignment of all related sequences that can be aligned
reliably 04); Q) analysis of residue conservation and
the location of gaps; (3) prediction on each sequence
by three secondary structure (15-17), and two turn
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prediction (18, 19) algorithms; (4) combination of the
information from 2 and 3 to yield a summary predic-
tion.

The combination in step 4 is performed by inspection
starting with the assignmenl of surface loops, then fiIl-
ing in the regions between loops with a-helix or B-strand.
At this stage we recognise that although all secondary
structure predictions are subject to error, it is possible
to assign the secondary structure of some regions with
greater confidence than others. We apply the following
hierarchy when assigning confidence to each predicted
region: predicted loop (where insertions/deletions
occur) > loop (conserved Gly/Pro/hydrophilic) >
surface helix (with clear hydrophobic patterns)>sur-
face strand (with clear hydrophobic patterns)>buried
strand (short run of conserved hydrophobic residues) >
helix (no clear conserved hydrophobic pattern) > strand
(no conserved pattern). Conservation patterns were
identified with the aid of the AMAS program (20),
while secondary structure predictions by the algorithm
of Zvelebil et al. (5) were used to help resolve ambigu-
ous predictions.

Figures I and 2 provide prediction summaries for
factor XIIII and Yersinia PTPase. A full multiple se-
quence alignment is available from the authors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FXIIIcc is catalytic domain of a plasma transglutami-
nase and is the last enzyme utilised in the classical
blood clotting cascade (21). The activity of Factor XIII
is centred on a cysteine thiol (C313) which mediates a
c alcium-dependent reaction between the 1l -c arboxamide
of glutamine and any primary amine, forming crosslinks
between the fibrin monomers and other proteins which
form a blood clot (12,22,23). FXIIIz shows sequence
similarity to the tissue and keratinocyte transglutami-
nascs, forming a family of enzymes whose function is
to stabilise structures, making them resistant to chemi-
cal proteolysis and physical damage (22).

The striking feature of our FXIIII secondary struc-
ture prediction (Fig. l) is the predominance of p-strand
over helix (strand 34\,helix4l,,loop 62"7").There are
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three regions (61 l" of the FXIIIa sequence) where the
patterns of residue conservation suggest that the pre-
d ic t ion wi l l  be re l iab le (73-331,486-561,  630-710).  In
the remaining section s (N-72, 332-48 5, 562-629, 7 l l -

C), assignment to a particular secondary structure type
is difficult because the sequences show no clear pat-
terns of conservation. The lack of clear conservation
patterns can be due either to extremely low (few resi-
dues conserve physico-chemical properties, e.g. Y562-
P629),or high conservation (all residues conserve prop-
erties, e.g. A332-D437 ) between the sequences.

The regions L73-A331 and E630-S710 show clear
loop predictions around sites of insertion and deletion
(e.g. loop F2-P3).Other loops are predicted for regions
showing low conservation and containing polar or turn-
promoting residues. Strand conformation is predicted
for sections with alternately conserved residues (e.g.
p7) and for conserved hydrophobic regions (e.g. Bl). al
shows a clear pattern of conserved residues consistent
with helical conformation. The active site cysteine
(C313) is located at the N-terminal end of a series of
three predicted strands (P15, Pl6 and F1.7) broken by
loops at A3l7/G318 and following G328.

The most reliably predicted region (Q486-G561) in-
cludes a clear loop prediction between u2 and 829, a
region of low conservation containing gaps and likely
to be a surface loop. In FXIIIa, this contains the
thrombin inactivation site (K512). Loops are reliably
predicted between the remaining units of regular struc-
ture in this region. a2has a pattern of conserved polar
residues consistent with the conservation of one face of
an s-helix. B29 predicts weakly as helix but is assigned
to strand owing to the presence of conserved valines.

The calcium binding site proposed between Q467
and D478 (12), which shows some sequence similarity
to the calmodulin high-affinity calcium binding site. oc-
curs in one of the regions for which prediction confi-
dence is low. The predicted conformation is loop, al-
though there is some indication of helical propensity
between M474 and T477 by both the combined pre-
diction method and that of Zvelebll et al.

A secondary structure prediction of FXIIIs has pre-
viously been performed, by Takahashi et al., although

FIGI,JRE I

Summary of the multiple alignment and structure prediction of 10 transglutaminases and the r subunit of human factor 13 (FXIIIT).

Numbering at the top of each strip of the diagram indicates the position in the alignment. Numbering at the bottom shows the position relative

to human FXIIII. (1)Alignment: Shaded regions show sites where no insertions or deletions occur in the ahgnment. (2)Human FXIIIT:

The sequence rs shown wrth posluons shanng identrcal amrno acids with all other sequences in the ahgnment rn white on a black background.

Posrtrons where at least srx physrco-chemical properties are shared with the remarnder of the alignment are shown in plain type. while those

sharing less than six properties are shown in small italics. (3) Conservation: Numbers rndicate the number of properties shared by lhe amrno

acids at each sequence position in the remainder of the alignment (excluding FXIIII) out of a maximum of l0 (sequence identity,'+'). Values

lcss than six are omitted. (4) Combined prediction: The secondary structure predrction consists of a number of blocks tdentified as regular

secondary structure (B-f-strand,extended structure, r-helix) separated by gaps indicating predicted loops. Positions where loops can be

assigned wrth confidence are shown by'T'. (5) Confidence: Dark shading indicates hrgh confidence in the predrctron, hght shading indicates

intermedrate confidence and absence of shadrng indrcates low confidence. (6) Rehable prediction: The regons where the pattems ofresidue

conservatron srrggest that the predictron will be rehable are indrcated, together with the location ofthe active site (C313) and the proposed

calcium bindrng regon.
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FIGURE 2

Summary of the multiple alignment and structure prediction for 73 protein tyroslne phosphatases (PTPases). The representation is similar
to that for Ftg. l. Line 2 shows the sequence of Yersinia PTPase. Line 6 (reliable prediction) includes additional markers for potential
phosphatase binding sites (i.e. R or Y) conserved across all sequences (P) and across all sequences excludingYersinia PTPase (p). The location
of the active site (C197) is indrcated.
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based only on a single sequence (12). This shows a
similar proportion of the sequence in strand conforma-
tion (36o" ), but predicts significantly more helix (29",").

Changes in the phosphorylation of tyrosine residues,
regulated by the opposing actions of the protein tyrosine
kinases and the PTPases, have been identif ied as a key
method for control of many cellular processes (24, 25).
PTPase activity resides in a conserved domain of be-
tween 250 and 300 residues which may appear as a
single copy or as a tandem repeat pair (26). At the
centre of this domain is a sequence of 11 residues con-
taining the motif xHCxAGxGRxG. The use of thiol-
directed reagents has identif ied the cysteine (C197) at
the centre of this motif as the probable catalytic residue
(26).

Figure 2 summarises the PTPase prediction with ref-
erence IoIhe Yersinia sequence. The prediction consists
of two regions in which residues can be more reliably
assigned to a secondary structure class (L39-L80,
I l38-E253),  and two that  are less c lear  (Nl -D38,
P94-T137). The regular secondary structure consists
main ly  of  B-st rand (29"")  wi th 17 'o e-hel ix .

Several of the predicted loops (e.g. B3-84) show
variable composition across the set of sequences and
are sites of a number of insertions or deletions; a pattern
is usually indicative of an exposed surface loop.

The predicted loop between B4 and zl commences
with a conserved GP pair, l ikely to disrupt any pre-
ceeding regular secondary structure. The loop also con-
tains charged or polar residues, although not in any
ordered conservation pattern, typical of an exposed
structure. Loop l)9-x2. while relatively unconserved, is
rich in Gly and Pro. is the site of a two-residue inser-
tion in three sequences including Yersinia PTPase and
of deletions in four sequences. It contains conserved
prolines at 149 and 154 (V154 in Yersinitt PTPase) and
a conserved charged group, D150. The active site
(C197) at the C-terminus of 810 is immediately fol-
lowed by a flexible loop containing conserved Ala and
Gly residues.

The pattern of conserved residues making up pre-
dicted helix 1 shows conserved charged residues at
positions 64,61 ,68 and 7l in all but the Yersinia se-
quence. If this region is a helix these residues would
form a charged surface down one face. t"2 shows a
weak pattern of conserved hydrophobic residues origi-
nating atLl62 consistent with a partially exposed helix
packing against the core of the protein. s4 shows a
similar hydrophobic pattern starting atV223.

The region between I138 and Vl45 shows an alter-
nating pattern of conserved and unconserved residues.
This is consistent with a stretch of 0-structure, where
sequential sidechains point in opposite directions, and
where every second residue is exposed to a conserved
environment. With the exception of strands 3 and 4,
which contain polar residues absolutely conserved
across the alignment (N40 and Q55), the remaining
strands in the well predicted regions are defined by

Secondary structure prediction

short, highly conserved, stretches of residues consistent
with buried B-structure. The conservation pattern of e5
is equivocal, being consistent with both strand and
helix. A pattern of unconserved positions discernable at
256,260 and 264 could form an exposed helical face.
s3 shows no obvious pattern of conservation. 86, B1
and B8 are located by weak predictions of strand and
some evidence of alternating patterns of unconserved
positions.

The predicted structure for the PTPases is divided
into two structurally distinct units separated by a region
which shows little conservation in the family. This sug-
gests that the tertiary fold comprises two subunits joined
by a variable linker. In our predicted PTPase structure
the 1y'-terminal half of the protein (N-8132) is mostly

B-strand (40'; strand, 8.3 9; helix), while the C-terminal
half (A133-C) contains roughly equal proportions of

B-strand and s-helix (189," strand, 267, helix). The
catalytic C197 of PTPase is located in the C-terminal
reliably predicted region. The cAMP-dependent pro-
tein kinase structure also has two domains. with the
catalytic D166 in the C-terminal(21).IIowever, despite
some superficial similarities the secondary structure
predicted for the PTPases appears quite different to
that of the protein kinases.

A number of candidate phosphate binding sites are
seen, but those conserved within both the Yersitia se-
quence and the remaining 71 sequences are the most
credible. These are R I I, R23 I and R234. R23 I appears
at the C-terminus of predicted helix 4. The dipole of
helices favours phosphate binding at the y'{-terminus, so
R231 is a less favoured candidate. R234, exposed in
the following loop, is a good candidate as a phospho-
tyrosine binding site. The chain topology would aliow
this site to be placed close to the active site cysteine in
the three-dimensional structure. The more distant Rl l.
exposed at the N-terminus of a strand, may fold close
this site.

Note added in proof

Shortly after this paper was accepted for publication
the three-dimensional structure of human protein ty-
rosine phosphatase lB (PTPIB) was reported by Bar-
ford er al. (28). Here, we briefly compare the results of
crysta l lography wi th our  predict ion.

Fourteen of the l7 regular secondary structures in
the conserved PTPase domain are correctly located. All
five a-helices were correctly situated, although the
^N-terminus of helix 4 was predicted as strand. Eight of
Ihe 12 B-strands are predicted, with small differences
between the lengths of the predicted regions and those
observed in the X-ray structure.

The overall three-state accuracy of the prediction
(Q3) is 689,., which compares favourably with the pre-
dicted Q3ave for the alignment of 839." given by the
ASSP algorithm of Russel & Barton (29). The accuracy
in the regions to which a high confidence in the pre-
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diction was assigned is 83'a. Regions of intermediate
confidence show 72ir, accuracy, while regions of low
confidence show 241; accuracy.

The proportion of strand in the X-ray structure is
24o,,,. while 291,n of the fold is helix. These differ lrom
the proportions predicted (29 and 179;, respectively)
owing to a general under-prediction of helix length, the
incorrect prediction of the ly'-terminal half of helix 4
(z - 3 of our prediction) as strand, the prediction of
strands at the N-terminus of the conserved region and
between helices 5 and 6 (a - 4 and e - 5 in our pre-
diction), and the general over-prediction of strand in
the region of low prediction confidence between A81
and T136. The region A8 1-T136 comprises a number
of short strands isolated from the main sheet of the
PTPIB fold, and is not highly conserved in the family.
Accordingly, it is a probable site of structural hetero-
geneity between the 73 proteins in the PTPase align-
ment.

The phosphate binding site in PTPlB is composed
of three residues whose equivalents in Yersinia PTPase
are R203, Q240 and the active site cysteine (C197). The
sites we predicted as phosphate binders (Rll, R231
and R234) are all too distant from this site to be in-
volved. The region containing Q240 was incorrectly
predicted as a buried strand and was therefore not
expected to be available for binding phosphate.

Our suggestion that the PTPase structure would con-
sist of two domains separated by the variable-length
loop between B - 8 and [] - 9 (P - 10 and B - 11) is
incorrect, since the PTPIB structure has a single do-
main. However, the predicted p - 8lP - 9loop does l ie
in an exposed position on the surface of the structure
consistent with our prediction.

Additional data regarding the predictions made in
this paper may be obtained by anonymous ftp lrom
geoff.biop.ox.ac.uk.
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